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Notes on the Sociology of Sleep
BARRYSCHWARTZ,
Universityof Chicago

Sleep as a Periodic Remission
EVERYsocial organizationexhibits structuralfeatures which both guaranteethe
regular performanceof duties and insure release from such performances.As
Philip Rieff (1966:232-233) points out, all groups must "(1) organize the moral
demands men make upon themselves ... [and] (2) organize the expressiveremissions by which men release themselves, in some degree, from the strain of
conformingto the controlling symbolic. . . ." As the term implies, "expressive
remissions"have two functions: (1) to insulate the individualfrom the pressure
of normative demands and (2) to enable him to express such aspects of his
nature and characteras would be inhibited in the absence of such insulation.
By providing relief from the discipline of social life, remissionsmake that life
more bearable and are for this reason importantmodes of social control.
Two modes of "expressiveremissions"are distinguishable.First, there exist
such "bandsof remission"as surroundor give latitude to the role prescriptions
governingcurrentactivities.The scope of such latitude is quite variable,ranging
from mildly remissive "side involvements" (Goffman, 1963a:43)1 to the outrightly deviant "institutionalizedevasions of institutionalrules" (Merton, 1957:
343).2 Secondly, we may designate as "periodicremissions"those which admit
of total emancipationfrom the imperativeswhich are merely mitigated by the
permissivenessthat is built into them. Among the periodic remissionswe find
holidays, vacations, weekends, and nights-out, as well as orgies, debaucheries,
and binges of varied sort. Less dramaticremissionsof this type include coffee

SFor Goffman, "A main involvement is one that absorbs the major part of an individual's
attention and interest, visibly forming the principal current determinant of his actions. A
side involvement is an activity that an individual can carry on in an abstracted fashion without threatening or confusing simultaneous maintenance of a main involvement. Whether
momentary or continuous, simple or complicated, these side activities appear to constitute a
kind of fuguelike dissociation of minor muscular activity from the main line of an individual's
action. Humming while working and knitting while listening are examples" (1963a:43).
2 Merton writes: "Some measure of leeway in conforming to role expectations is presupposed in all groups. To have to meet the strict requirementsof a role at all times, without
some degree of deviation, is to experience insufficient allowances for individual differences
in capacity and training and for situational exigencies which make strict conformity extremely
difficult. This is one of the sources of what has been elsewhere noted in this book as socially
patterned, or even institutionalized, evasions of institutional rules" (1957:343).
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breaks, lunch hours, lavatory visits, and similar "role releases" or (what Goffman

would call) "subordinateinvolvements."3
Sleep is perhaps the most importantform of periodic remission. If it were
not forced upon us by nature, we would be obliged to find some functional
equivalent for it, for social coexistence would cease to be gratifying-or even

bearable-if

men could not regularly renounce their consciousness of it. It

would be difficultto imagine anyone with the capacity to abandonhimself to an
incessant wakefulness without becoming overwhelmed by the cumulative demands and irritationsto which he would then be subject.4Parsons (1951:396),
for example, writes:

It is inherent in the view of social action taken here that all such action involves
tensions and the necessity of the imposition of frustrationsand disciplines of the most
various sorts. This fact underlies the occurrence of a variety of rhythmic cycles of
effort and rest, of discipline and permissive release and the like. Sleep is clearly one
of the most fundamental of these tension release phenomena, which though it has
biological foundations is nevertheless profoundly influenced by interaction on sociocultural levels.
We would amend Parsons by designating sleep as the fundamental tension release phenomenon, for it is emancipating not merely with respect to the social
world outside of us but also (as Cooley would put it) with respect to the

"society within" (1964:119-122); it admits of withdrawal from all that is subjectively as well as objectivelysocial. Because it circumventsconsciousnessitself,
3Everett C. Hughes' concept of "role release" is discussed, along with the notion of
"involvement shield" by Erving Goffman (1963a:38-42). Both concepts are similar to the
"subordinate involvement" (Goffman, 1963a:44). Intermittent subordinate involvements are
sustained by an individual "only to the degree, and during the time, that his attention is
patently not required by the involvement that dominates him. Subordinate involvements are
sustained in a muted, modulated, and intermittent fashion, expressing in their style a continuous regard and deference for the official, dominating activity at hand." Thus, while side
involvements may accompany dominant involvements, subordinate ones are periodic remissions from them. As such, subordinate involvements, unlike side involvements, may be engrossing. "Thus, while waiting to see an official," writes Goffman, "an individual may converse with a friend, read a magazine, or doodle with a pencil, sustaining these engrossing
claims on attention only until his turn is called, when he is obliged to put aside his timepassing activity even though it is unfinished."As we have seen, however, periodic remissions
may also constitute dominant involvements, as in the case of sleep.
4Thomas Mann (1933:270; 275) made the same point when he wrote: "I know what
it was that... fanned my latent fondness [for sleep] to a conscious love. It was the tale of a
man who did not sleep, who was so abandonedly committed to time and affairs that he invoked a curse on sleep, and an angel granted him the awful boon of sleeplessness, breathing
on his eyes till they became like grey stones in their sockets, and their lids never closed again.
Now this man came to rue his wish; what he had to bear as a sleepless solitary among men,
dragging out his doomed and tragic life, until at last death released him and night, that has
[Thus], prestood inaccessible before his stony eyeballs, took him to and unto herself.
and actual,
....
cisely as morals function to correct and discipline the free possible into the limited
so perhaps morals in their turn need a corrective, a ceaseless admonition, never quite to go
unheeded, a call to withdrawal and communion. If this be wisdom, then its opposite will be
the folly of the man who cursed sleep and clung with blind eagerness to time and day."
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sleep is a total5 release from the frustrationsand disciplines to which Parsons
refers. Sleep thus achieves its sociological significanceas the most radical form
of institutionalizedperiodic withdrawal.

The Institutionalizationof Sleep
Sleep is such an importantaspect of life, so socially and biologically necessary,
that social organizationsmust see to its protection.Indeed, one of the most important questions facing the sociology of sleep is, "How do groups insure the
sleep of their memberswhen sleep is itself so unstable, so vulnerableto immediate external stimuli?"
For Freud, also, sleep was problematical.However, his conception of the
problem differs from our own. Freud sought to clarify the dilemma posed to
sleep by its internal adversaries.His solution illuminated the manner in which
personalitydefended sleep against the menace of forbidden wishes pressing for
conscious recognition. The dream, as we all know, plays the key part in this
process. For Freud (1950:424-426; 430-432), the dream protects sleep.
Addressingourselves as we do to the external threats to sleep, we are concerned with the social arrangementsby which it is regulated and defended. This
involves us in the problem of how sleep is institutionalizedas a role within
social systems. Institutionalizationthus plays the same part in the sociology of
sleep that the dream plays in its psychology.

Schedulesand Their Default
"Oneof the primaryfunctions of institutionalization,"
writes Parsons(1951:302),
"is to help order ... differentactivities and relationshipsso that they constitute
a sufficientlycoordinatedsystem, to be manageable by the actor and to minimize conflicts on the social level." One aspect of such ordering is the "time
schedule"whereby certain times are set aside for specific activities (see, e.g.,
Moore, 1963). The coordinationwithin a collectivity of the timing of sleep is
one of the most importantsenses in which it is institutionalized.It is because
6 There is some question as to whether dreams violate the totality of sleep's remission. One
function of the dream is to provide symbolic fulfillment of desires whose very existence is
prohibited in waking life (Freud, 1950:33-69. See especially 67-68). The dream is thus remissive with respect to normative constraints. It may therefore be argued that while dreamless sleep denies the discipline of wakefulness by closing off consciousness of it, the dreamfilled sleep achieves this same objective by neutralizing the content of such discipline. Even
the nightmare may perform a remissive function. Viktor Frankl (1963:45), for example, describes the following concentration camp experience: "I shall never forget how I was roused
one night by the groans of a fellow prisoner, who threw himself about in his sleep, obviously
having a horrible nightmare. Since I had always been especially sorry for people who suffered
from fearful dreams or deliria, I wanted to wake the poor man. Suddenly I drew back the
hand which was ready to shake him, frightened about the thing I was about to do. At that
moment I became intensely conscious of the fact that no dream, no matter how horrible,
could be as bad as the reality of the camp which surrounded us, and to which I was about
to recall him."
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persons must have one another at their disposal in waking life that they sleep
simultaneously.6But simultaneity serves an additional function. Because most
of us engage in sleep during approximatelythe same hours, we are--within
generally tolerable limits-automatically insulated against sleeplessness and/or
prematureawakeningcaused by the activities of others.
The coordinationof sleep becomes more imperative as the possibilities for
its disruptionincrease. The mere number of individuals in a social unit has a
direct bearing upon this probability.Among married couples, for example, the
arrivalof a new child so compromisestheir sleeping schedule (and, thereby, the
order of their daily lives) as to make the earliest possible synchronizationof his
sleep with theirs an imperative.This feat requires such tactics as keeping the
child awake late enough so that sleep throughoutthe night becomes necessary
for him. In this way, the prerequisiteof sleep synchronizationhastens and insures the youngster'sintegrationinto the family'spattern of activity. Individuals
therefore sleep simultaneouslynot only to have one another at their disposal in
waking life, but they may also interact with one anotherin order to synchronize
their sleep.
In urban life, where the density of population heightens the possibility of
collisions between the sleeping and the wakeful, the phenomenonof the sleepschedule is of greatermoment as a condition of life-in-commonthan it is in the
more sparsely populated areas. Especially in apartmentliving, where neighbors
reside in very close proximityto one another,any de-synchronizationof activity
schedules is liable to be disruptive to the sleep of neighbors. Apartmentlandlords make provisionfor such difficultiesin their leases, which generallyprohibit
the use of radios, TV's, and phonographsbefore and after certain hours. This
specific rule is an instanceof a generalprincipleset down by Simmel(1950:413):
"the technique of metropolitanlife is unimaginablewithout the most punctual
integration of all activities and mutual relations into a stable and impersonal
time schedule."
The effective scheduling of sleep requires the regulation of not only those
activities which inhibit sleep but also of activities which facilitate it. Endeavors
which promote drowsiness must be fitted into those parts of the day during
which the individualis unengaged in work or serious activity. Eating is one example. In modem societies, for instance, "dieticiansseem unanimous that the
last should be the big meal of the day. It is thought to be the only time of day
when sleepiness would not hinder important activity" (deGrazia, 1962:171).

The Sleep Role and its TransitionPhase
If every member of a communityretired and awoke at precisely the same time
the question "How is sleep brought under institutionalcontrol?"would be satis6
It is true that sleep scheduling is more dependent upon such cosmic variations as night
and day in non-industrial communities than in industrial ones, for many activities, including
agriculture and hunting, can only be carried out in daylight. Similarly, sleep patterns must
adjust themselves to climate. Siestas, for example, are a routine part of the daily activity
structure of many societies situated in hot climates. However, cosmic factors affect the
timing of sleep more than they do its functions. Even where cosmic limitations are overcome
by artificial light and temperature controls, people continue to tend to sleep simultaneously.
But these artificialresources do admit of more flexibility in the scheduling of sleep and wakefulness. Such flexibility raises problems to which we shall attend later.
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factorily answered.But the most interestingaspect of schedules is their inability
to coordinate social life perfectly. We need not go into the many individual
differenceswhich compel one to begin or terminate sleep a little early or late
to recognize the problems which such variabilitypresent to the social unit. Because of this variability, the sleeper must be placed in a socially categorized
or institutionally defined frameworkwhich evokes the deference and support
of the wakeful. Were those first awake not inhibited by a set of institutionalized
expectations (and therefore subject to certain evaluations and sanctions) the
repose of the group would much more frequently end for all because it had
ended for one. The body of rights and obligations that surround the sleeper
thus supplement the controllingfunction of schedular integration.
The fundamental right of the sleeper is obviously that which forbids his
awakeningwithin a specific time period.7In our society this interval is of course
far more ambiguouson weekends than it is on weekdays.However, an individual
need not give up the rights of the sleep role, even if he is physically awake, until
its (variably defined) limits are reached. He who chooses to remain awake in
bed is, up to a certain point, socially asleep and entitled to all the benefits attending such a status.
Deference to the sleeper is not required merely of those in his intimate
circle; outsiders must show the same consideration.They must refrain, for example, from making social calls or even telephone calls at a late hour in respect
for his desire not to be bothered by anything that might disturb the state of
mind or mood necessary for sleep. The reason for this convention is that the
sleep role, like all roles that require substantialphysical and/or mental preparation, cannot be abruptlytaken on and cast off; its assumptionmust be preceded
by an institutionalized"transitionphase" wherein the individual may gradually
adapt himself to it. Because the transition phase hardens the boundaries between the prospective sleeper and a potentially disruptive outer-world, the
sleeper is able to easily disattend or suppress this world. He is thus protected
by an "interactionmembrane"(Goffman, 1966:121)8 which reliably filters out
disturbing communications.
The transition phase which lessens the difficulty of moving into the sleep
role also facilitates its abandonment.This function is indispensableto the justawakened, who must be protected from public demand until he is capable of
respondingto it. He must warm up, so to speak, by first attending to the selfimposed rituals of leaving bed, bathing, and dressing before he confronts the
demandsof his family. These ritualsmediate his transitionfrom unconsciousness
to interaction.Such a difficultpassage is facilitated architecturally."Whenasleep
in bed," writes Goffman (1959:121), the individual is also immobilized,expressively speaking, and may not be able to bring himself into an appropriateposition for interactionor bring a sociable expressionto his face until some moments
after being awakened,thus providingone explanationof the tendency to remove
7 One of the most radical definitions of this right is to be found among the Navaho, for
whom misfortune flows from the act of even stepping over a sleeping person (see Kluckhohn,
1946:47).
8 This concept was introduced by
Erving Goffman (1966:65). It is also possible to find
individuals who take advantage of the interaction membrane by doing work that might be
disturbed during other parts of the day.
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the bedroom from the active part of the house."Moreover,the sleeper may not
only be unable to immediately assume the obligations of waking life; he may
also be unwilling to do so. The principle laid down by Becker and Strauss
(1956:259) in reference to status passages may therefore be relevant to role
passages as well. "Transitionperiods are a necessity,"they write, "for a man
often invests heavily of himself in a position, comes to possess it as it possesses
him, and suffersin leaving it. If the full ritual of leavetakingis not allowed, the
man may not pass fully into his new status."9
The just-awakenedis thus confronted by a reality with which his ego has
not yet made complete contact and which his unconsciousimpulsesmight therefore offend, for the ego, upon awakening, does not immediately reassert its
control over them, but does so only gradually (Bettelheim, 1950:95). Thus,
among emotionally disturbed children, notes Bettelheim (1950:95), the reestablishment of ego control requires that social contact after awakening be
mediatedby a pleasant representativeof the reality to be confronted.In helping
such children to engage an heretofore painful world, then, the world must be
made as congenial as possible. "Therefore,firstand foremost,the counselormust
be there when the children awake, and he must not try to waken them before
they are ready."Thus, in this special setting-and in this particularsense-the
individual is spared some of the burden of adjustingto the world; to a degree,
the world adjustsitself to him. (For a concrete instance of this process, see Bettelheim, 1950:93-94.For a discussionof class differencesin modes of awakening,
see Bossardand Boll, 1950:113.)
In some total institutions,however, such transitionmechanismsas those which
we have described are conspicuouslyabsent. Very much unlike the civilian, or
Bettelheim's patients, the newly-awakenedprisoner is subject to sudden and
uninsulated external demands, as Hassler (1954:155) shows:
At 5:30 we were awakenedand had to jumpout of bed and standat attention.When
the guard shouted'Onel'you removedyour nightshirt;at Two' you folded it; at
'Three'you made your bed. (Only two minutesto make the bed in a difficultand
complicatedmanner.)All the while threemonitorswould shout at us: 'Hurryit upl'
and 'Makeit snappy!'
It is perhaps the default of protectionagainst sudden shifts in or impositions
of normative demand that best sensitizes us to the benefits of such insulatory
modes as the transitionphase. It also appears that the transitionphase serves
the same functionin respect of role shifts that anticipatorysocialization(Merton,
1957:165) does with reference to status shifts. Whereas the former mechanism
eases passage from one role to another during movement through the daily
activity cycle, the latter lubricates the passage from one status to another in
movement across the life cycle. Both mechanisms,then, facilitate movement to
new social "locations"and ease adjustmentonce the shift has been made; in
their absence, shifts in roles and statuses become, in effect, social shocks.
of the terms"transition
period"is coincidental.
phase"and "transition
9The similarity

Similar to both is Bettelheim's (1950:115-132) concept of "in-between time."
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The Reciprocityof Motive and Action in the Sleep Role
In considering the successful assumptionor abandonmentof the sleep role it
would be misleading to overemphasizethe functions of the transition period.
This is because many roles possess an internal compulsion which helps insure
proper conduct by setting up predefinedand self-sustaininggrooves for it. This
process is conspicuous in the bedtime preparationritual.
The bedtime ritual is generally initiated by a familiar cue such as the face
of a clock or the end of a TV program.This cue sets into motion the ceremony
of undressing,putting aside the clothes in a certain way, washing, donning the
sleeping costume, and so forth. These habituations [or obsessions (Freud, 1963:
18), as the case may be] are not only carried out in response to sleepiness, but
they also produce it. This paradox reveals an interesting convergence of role
theory and conditioning theory. As is known, the natural stimulus of fatigue
almost always becomes associatedwith a particularmode of preparation,a certain time, a familiar bed, darkness,and quiet. The individual may be so well
conditioned by these stimuli that he will fall asleep when they are operative
even though he is not particularlytired. "Exactlyin the same manner,"writes
Pavlov (1960:263) "extrastimuli and conditioned stimuli which upon repetition
bring about a state of sleep, with practice bring about this state more and more
easily." Thus, the more the bedtime ritual is repeated the more inexorable it
becomes as a conditioning stimulus. Note that what is conditioned is motive.
The individual, as we have seen, does not simply prepare for bed because he
is tired; he also grows tired because he prepares for bed. While the motive to
assume the sleep role may exist before it is assumed, the assumptionitself acts
back upon the motive and strengthensit. This reciprocaleffect between motive
and action, between, let us say, "inside"and "outside"constitutes the control
dynamic that, accordingto Berger (1963:98), is inherent in all roles. As Berger
notes, "Each role has its inner discipline. .... The role forms, shapes, patterns
both action and actor. It is very difficultto pretend in this world. Normally,one
becomes what one plays at."
The ritualizedmovementswhich conditionsleep take place duringthe nightly
transitionphase; another set of movementsconditionswakefulnessin the morning. Note, however, that different functions are served in the two cases. At
bedtime the transition phase, via insulation from external demand and ritualized, conditioning actions, helps to relax ego control and diminish its watchfulness so as to permit sleep; in the morning,however, the transitionphase helps
to re-establishego control (Bettelheim, 1950:350).

Anomic Sleep Roles
We have seen that sleep is facilitated by institutionalizedtransitionperiods and
a built-in dynamic that strengthensthe motive of the role incumbent;but, we
have also observedthat sanctionsare requiredin orderto deter those who might
interferewith either the preparationfor or the actual undertakingof sleep. The
sleep role may thereforebe designated as anemic when sanctions fail to correspond to abuses of its expectation system. Such a condition, which renders the
sleep role oppressive, is exemplifiedby the night-shift worker.
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We know that sanctions regarding sleep include, in their negative forms,
(1) formalpunishmentsfor disturbanceof the (public) peace and (2) informal
householdpunishments.Both forms of sanctionhappen to be less binding during
daylight hours than they are at night. This is because the sleep role is "missituated" (or imperfectly institutionalized) during the day and therefore evokes
less deference. Since almost the entire community must be active (and often
disruptively so) during the day, it is unlikely to back up a complaint that
particularexpectationsof sleep-deferencehave been violated. This fact presents
a problem for those who routinelysleep during the day and who lack the sleepprotection nightly affordedby political authorityto the more conventionalfolk.
Even within the home, the controls of the sleep role may fail to operate.
Children of the night-shift worker often have difficulty defining the daylight
hours as a time for the self-restraintelsewhere reservedfor the night. Therefore,
"the demand for daytime sleep,"writes Mott (1965:12),1o "can generate friction
in the family. Very often the husband'ssleep, the children'splay, and the wife's
housework must be carried out at the same time. If the worker cannot adapt
to the noise level created by these activities,he may become irritablewith both
wife and children,or they with him, and family relationsmay become strainedL"
The case of the daytime sleeper thus highlights for us the contagiousnessof
marginality. Those whose activities fail to "fit in" with the interests of those
around them in one sphere soon find themselves to be misfits with respect to
others as well.

The Obligationsof the Sleep Role
Throughhis own inabilityto fulfill them and by way of the problemswith which
he is thus confronted,the night worker introducesus to the obligations of the
sleep role in the more conventionallife. The presence of the sleeper, as we have
seen, opens up and closes off certain possibilities of action among the wakeful;
therefore, specific rules must defend individuals against the impositions to
which the sleeper might otherwse subject them.
The central obligation of the sleeper is not to demand more deference than
he is due. Above all, he must segregatehimself physically so as not to needlessly
intrude upon the consciousworld, lest his relation to this world lose the respect
that it requires. Family members, for example, justly resent another'snapping
in such public areas as the parlor insofar as they are deprived of their right to
undertakethe social relationswhich require access to this room. Moreover,many
individuals feel that they have the right not to be exposed to the "creaturerelease behavior"of the sleeper. For Goffman(1963a:68)," "creaturereleases . . .
consist of fleeting acts that slip throughthe individual'sself-controland momentarily assert his 'animal nature'."Among sleepers these acts may include grunting, scratching,squirming,snoring, flatulence,and the like. Such behavior may
compromisethe dignity of not only the sleeper but of the wakeful as well. A
10"All of the 'worker-oriented'studies to date," explains Mott (1965:10), "have cited
difficulties in sleep as a frequent source of complaint, and two studies single this out as the
central problem of shift work."
- Gross and Stone (1964:10) refer to such
phenomena as "signs of the animal."
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slight amendmentmust thereforebe made to the well-known term "information
control"which, as used by Goffman (1963b:41-104), refers to the manner in
which individuals (by the selective granting and withholding of data about
themselves) supervise the impressionsthey make upon others. We have found
this usage to be too restricted,for the individualmust also shield himself against
"noxiousinformation"emitted by others; one may contaminateoneself by the
receipt as well as the transmissionof demeaning information.Thus, to keep
oneself uninstructedis an important aspect of informationcontrol. This point
bears directly upon Goffman'scorrelative concept of "back region."The "back
region"refers to a physical area within an establishment,bounded by barriers
to perception,wherein individualsand groups prepare themselves for or relieve
themselves from public display in "frontregions" (1959:106-140). But we have
observed the back region being used as a quarantinedevice by which members
of a social unit preserveits dignity by temporarilyisolating other memberswho
are engaged in such creature release behavior as sleep. The back region may
thus be imposed as well as appropriated;it may be employed to close in as
well as to close out.

Sleep, Residence,and Identity
The sleeper has also an obligationto do his sleeping within (rather than outside
of) the home. This rule is obvious but not trivial and has certain implications
for identity. As Aubert and White (1959:1) point out, "The component of a
person's status known as residence, which identifies the person with a definite
spatial location, is given by the normal sleeping location. A person lives' where
he sleeps."Even more, a person belongs where he sleeps; sleep establisheswhere
the person is in social as well as spatial terms; it situates him in accordance
with membershipratherthan mere presence and, thereby, generates an identity
for him. Furthermore,residential membershipis solidified when an individual
is officiallyassignedto the same sleeping place that he emotionally"appropriates"
for his own. This coincidenceof assignmentand appropriationis carefully supervised. A crisis exists when it breaksdown. Aubert and White (1959:13-14)write:
Whatneedsto be emphasizedhereis that a veryrigidsystemof socialcontroloperates
to enforce the norms of sleep location.It is dramaticallydemonstratedwhen the
questionof 'alibi'is beingput, and the suspectfails to showthathe slept at the proper
time at the properplace. Viewedfroman entirelydifferentangle: for a youngsterto
stay out overnightwithoutparentalapprovalof alternativesleepingplace is a kind of
deviancewhich may lead to extensivecontrolmeasures.These are intimatelyrelated
to othernorms,againstsexualactivitiesand againstgang delinquency.But whatever
the motivesbehindthe invokedsanctionsare, they functionso as to emphasizethe
strict normativerules governingsleep location.They may be viewed as a countermeasureagainsta threatto family solidarity,an attemptto eliminatea disturbance
of its most sacredritual.
Clearly, to sleep "under another roof" is one of the most powerful denials of
intimacy. However, the disintegration of social bonds is perhaps nowhere seen
or felt more vividly than in the practice among failing marriages of sleeping in
the same house but in separate rooms. This is because the physical intimacy of
common life under a single roof sets in bold relief the emotional distance sepa-
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rating the couple, making such distance all the more striking precisely because
it is concealed in the physical, i.e., residentialsense.
As regardsextra-residentialsleeping, it might be useful to distinguishbetween
sleeping in private and public places. The former mode of deviation is exemplified in extra-maritalsexual arrangements.These unions are often referredto by
the expression"sleepingwith anotherwoman (or man)." Such terminologysug-

whichprecedessleepconstitutesonlyone aspect
geststhatthe sexualintercourse

of maritalinfidelity.The second element is given in the lovers' decision to share
a single sleep location, a decision which (particularlywhen repeated) lifts the
relationshipbeyond a purely physical basis and stamps it with an intimacy that
cannot be claimed when the terminationof the social relationshipcoincides with
the terminationof its sexual component.Whereas the strictly erotic union subtracts from the sexual aspect of marriage,the act of sleeping together undermines the status and identity embodied in the common residence of a married
couple. Purely lustful relationsare thereforemore likely to leave the performers'
visible status and identity intact. These relations may eventually lead to the
breakdownof a marital status, but they do not symbolize it as well as when a
common sleep residence is superimposedupon them.
Extra-residentialsleep is designated as a private matter as long as it is practiced in private places. Those who make use of public places (e.g., parks, transportationfacilities, alleys, etc.) for sleeping, however, offend the collectivity and
bring down upon themselves the stigma of public condemnation.Like conventional folk, then, "the bum" is recognized and labelled in terms of his sleep
location. It follows that one of his problems is to avoid being assessed as such
and to thereby retain his sleeping place. Techniques of so doing have been
sampled by Edmund G. Love (1957:17-33).12

The Vulnerabilityof Sleep
During the hours of sleep the membersof a social unit share not only a common
residence and activity but also a commonvulnerability.Thus, the solutionto the
question, "How is sleep protected and brought under society's control?"creates a new question: "How does the sleeping society cope with its absence of
control?"
The situationof sleep places the group in perhapsthe most marginalposition
conceivable. A collective separationfrom consciousnessstrips the social unit of
its orientationin experience and, thereby, of its reality and identity. As Simmel
(1959:338) suggests, the very principle of society negates itself when it relinquishes self-consciousness,for "the consciousnessof constitutingwith .., others
a unity is actually all there is to this unity."It is in this particularsense that a
society whose entire membershipis asleep is, at that moment,no society at all.13
The unconsciouscollectivity lacks not only a sense of location in but also an
effective control over its social and physical environment.Therefore,no society
could afford to permit sleep to overtake its entire membership.Thus, at night,
12 These
techniques may be subsumed under Goffman's (1969:12-17) concept of "control
moves."
1a Cooley (1964:119-122) makes this same point in his implication that society is dead
when individuals cease to serve one another as objects of imagination.
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wakefulness itself becomes a scarce and therefore marketablecommodity.The
phenomenonof "the night watch"introducesitself as the most importantmechanism for coping with the vulnerabilitycreated by collective unconsciousness.
Aubert and White (1959:14) explain that "societymust know, from its registers,
who and where a person is, when he is incapable of knowing it himself. When
people sleep some of the responsibilitythey have for taking care of their own
and society's interests is transferredto others. Watchmen and guards who stay
awake when others sleep symbolize this transfer of protective functions."
The insecurityof sleep applies to individualsas well as groups. Nightly, the
individual must face the possibility that, because of predatory contingencies,
his world may appear altogetherdifferentlyon the morrow.He needs therefore
to find some method of sufficientlymitigatinghis apprehensionso as to be able
to willingly give himself up to unconsciousness.It is well known that obsessive,
ritualistic preparationsfor sleep (or any other activity) is a widely-used technique of coping with anxiety (Freud, 1963:18).
During sleep, of course, the individual not only reduces his control over
externalpredatorsbut also relaxes his control over himself. Accordingto Bettelheim (1950:341-374), the default of ego control results in a breakthroughof
impulseswhich were hithertorepressedleading, in turn, to anxiety in the person
about what he might do while he is asleep. A moderateamount of such anxiety
seems to be quite general. In public places or conveyances, for example, individuals are reluctantto give themselves over totally to unconsciousnessfor long
periods of time, fearing always the compromiseof the public bearing that has
come to be expected of them. The unsegregatedsleeper may commit acts having
biographicalor reputationalconsequence precisely at that point where his control over such acts is at a minimum.Even in the privacy of the bedroom,however, there exists the possibility that uncontrolledutterances will betray some
secret aspect of self and make what was hitherto private informationfood for
thought for at least a public of one.
In some total institutions the bedroom is a public place whose occupants
must make themselves available for constant monitoring and inspection. For
example, Rule 42 of the Iowa State Penitentiary (1962:89) reads: "When the
lights go out at the designated hour go to bed at once and remain quiet ....
Sleep with the head uncoveredto enable the officerto see you."Thus, while the
institutionalizedsleeper may be minimallyvulnerable to external predators,he
is maximallysubject to the mortificationof giving public vent to his lower physical and psychologicalimpulses.In general, sleep locationsmay be characterized
in terms of their position on the two dimensions of vulnerabilityto which we
have just drawn attention.
Incidentally, it is precisely because of the vulnerability of sleep that the
feigning of sleep places the wakeful in the defenseless position that might otherwise be attributed to the sleeping person. Such modes of impressionmanagement as "playingpossum"reverse the great difference that normally exists between the power of those sleeping and those awake.
Sleep and Social Rank
In the first section of this paper I tried to indicate the manner in which sleep
subserves "horizontalorder"by providing a total release from social relations
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when they have accumulatedto such an extent as to be irritating.I have also
tried to show how the sleep remissionis institutionalizedas a role within social
systems. Several aspects of this role have been considered. I shall now treat
briefly of one further aspect of the sleep role, namely, the manner in which its
regulationsreflect and, in reflecting,stabilize the "vertical"or hierarchicalorder.
(For further discussionof "horizontal"and "vertical"order see Schwartz, 1968:
774.)
In family life, individuals are normallyassociatedwith a sleeping place that
correspondsto their authority.Among the Yakut of Siberia, for example, sleeping alcoves are uniformlyassignedto family memberswith a clear prestige value
attached to each particularalcove (Aubert and White, 1959:15). Similarly,in
America,the authorityof the parents is affirmedby their appropriationof the
"master"bedroom. Sleeping arrangementsmay also be employed to level status
differences.In total institutions,for example, the assignmentof diverse inmates
to identical wards, dormitories,cell blocks, etc. accentuate (from the official
point of view) their equality with respect to one another as well as the equivalent inferiorityof their status vis t vis their caretakers.
There is much evidence to show that high occupational status and social
honor are related to later bedtimes and awakenings (for a brief summarysee
Aubert and White, 1959:12). Indeed, temporal and spatial sleep patterns may
be employed as an index of life style.'4 Moreover,even within the family, it is
generally true that older children, by dint of their age, are ascribed with the
privilege of remainingawake longer than younger ones. This particularpractice
has implicationswhich merit extended comment. Aubert and White (1959:1213) note:
The permissionto stay up longerand longerwith increasingage, and also as rewards
for meritorious
behavior,linksbedtimeto prestige.For childrenthereis a 'careerline'
within the family;and one of the most significantrewardsin this careerline is the
promotionto a later sleep time. This is, of course,also one of the main reasonswhy
parents'decisionson what is the properbedtimeoften are so hotly contestedby the
children,usuallywith referencesto playmatesenjoyinga moreprivilegedpositionin
this respect.
Sleep patterns do not only reflect the status arrangementswithin a social
unit, but they are also part of a networkof power and are employed or imposed
(within certain physiologicallimits) in accordancewith an individual'sposition
in this network. At the edge of every power relationship,of course, hangs the
possibility of exploitation. Instead of going to sleep themselves, for example,
parentsmay attain some relief from public demand by commandingtheir public
to sleep. Children may therefore be put to bed at an early hour not only by
reason of their age and need for sleep but also because they must be gotten
rid of. (For a case history in which this practice is routine see Senn and Hartford, 1968:29-83.)
"4By spatial sleep patterns we refer, of course, to variations in privacy during sleep:
whether the individual has his "own room" or is a member of a sleeping unit composed of
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Sleep is also frequently used in early childhood as a mode of control. In
many places, children are sent to bed early for misbehaviorand rewarded for
virtuous conduct by being allowed to stay up a little longer. Either the stratification of bedtime in accordancewith status or its delay as a mode of reward
may induce childrento (correctly) perceive in it many perjorativeconnotations.
So far as they define the sleep role in negative terms, as either status-degrading
or punitive, instrumentaluses of sleep schedules perhaps contribute (along with
the anxieties of which Bettelheim [1950:341-374] has much to say) to the reluctance with which children go to bed. The child is understandablyhesitant to
retire when he has learned to define his bedtime as a status degradationceremony.15Relatively early bedtimes are therefore unpleasantbecause they entail
not only a separationfrom a protective social circle but also because they symbolize an inferiorstatus within it.

Summary
If sleep is to serve as an effective periodic remission,the sleeper must be placed
in a socially categorizedframework.Such categorization,embodied in the sleep
role, is scheduled in order to avoid conflictswith other (waking) activities; this
role is further insulated from those which precede and follow it by a transition
phase and is rendered more compelling by an internal control dynamic that is
based on the conditioningprocess. I have tried to emphasize that the sleep role
must be part of a fairly stable authoritystructure,for it remainsinstitutionalized
only so far as sanctions exist to protect the sleeping and the wakeful from one
another. When this sanction system breaks down, the remissive opportunity
structureis endangered.As was seen in the case of the night-shiftworker, such
breakdownacts back to further underminethe authoritystructureof the social
unit in which it occurs. Put differently,authorityand remissionfrom it are instrumentalwith respect to one another:remissionsreinforceauthorityby making
it more bearable;on the other hand, the remissiveopportunitystructureis protected by the very authority against which it provides intermission.
Finally, although sleep provides periodic release from the demands and
irritations of social life, it also creates problems for the individual who, in
temporarilytaking leave of the world, relinquisheshis control of it and of himself. On the other hand, that aspect of sleep which pertains to its location and
timing helps define the individual'sidentity by symbolizing his position in the
world. The individualthus takes leave of society in a frameworkthat defines his
relation to it.
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